
Ambassador Laura Thompson visited Chile in the framework of the First Regional Meeting in Preparation for the
Global Compact for Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration, which was held at the United Nations Economic
Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC). The Meeting was opened by Ambassador Thompson in
representation of the IOM, along with Alicia Bárcena, ECLAC Executive Secretary; Louise Arbour, United Nations
Special Representative of the Secretary General for International Migration; and Ambassador Juan José Gómez
Camacho, Co-Facilitator of Inter-Governmental Consultations and Negotiations on the Global Compact on
Migration.

Besides this Meeting, the IOM Deputy Director had an important agenda of encounters with public-sector
authorities and private-sector representatives. The high point of her agenda was a meeting with the President of
the Republic, Michelle Bachelet, who was accompanied by Mario Fernandez, Minister of the Interior and Public
Security, and Heraldo Muñoz, Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Another of Ambassador Thompson’s important activities was her participation in the first meeting of the Inter-
Business Forum on Migration, which was organized by IOM Chile’s Migration and Business Unit. Ambassador
Thompson was accompanied by Diego Beltrand, IOM Regional Director for South America, and Norberto Girón,
IOM Chile Chief of Mission.

The Forum meeting was attended by high-ranking officers from Chile’s leading business associations, including the
Confederation for Production and Trade (Spanish: CPC), the Association of Fruit Exporters (ASOEX), the National
Agricultural Society (SNA), the National Chamber of Commerce Franchise Committee, the Santiago Convention
Bureau, the Chilean Hoteliers Association, and the Chilean Tourism Federation. Also present were Chamber of
Commerce representatives from Colombia, Uruguay, Brazil, and the Latin American Federation of Chambers of
Commerce (Latinocamaras)

During the meeting, Ambassador Thompson referred to the IOM’s strategy with the private sector at the global
level, and the importance of businesses in fulfilling the organization’s long-term objectives through long lasting
alliances, thus highlighting the commitment with the issue of migration displayed by the representatives in Chile.

The business representatives acknowledged the contribution of migration to the country and the various
commercial sectors, while at the same time recognizing that the country faces significant challenges related to
labor migration, information regarding the hiring of irregular migrants, and the validation of foreign
accreditations, among other aspects. For these reasons, they reaffirmed their interest in working with the IOM
through this Forum in order to benefit from the Organization’s experience and good international practices.
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IOM Chile participates in INCAMI  
XIX Seminar on Migration

.

The XIX Seminar on Migration and Labor in View of the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly, and Regular
Migration, was hosted by the Chilean Catholic Institute for Migration (Spanish: INCAMI) on 5-6 September
2017 in the Santiago Municipal Library. The Seminar was organized by INCAMI and the Scalabrini
International Migration Network (SIMN), and co-hosted by the International Organization for Migration
(IOM), the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Consular Policy Department, Office of International Migration), the
Ministry of the Interior and Public Security (Department of Foreigners and Migration–DEM), and the Santiago
Municipal Library.

The Seminar was attended by representatives from various civil society organizations, international bodies,
academic institutions, migrant associations, and non-governmental organizations. The inaugural activity was
presided by Monsignor Galo Fernández, President of INCAMI, Diego Beltrand, IOM Regional Director for
South America, and Fabio Bertranou, International Labor Organization (ILO) Regional Director for Latin
America and the Caribbean.

During the Second Panel, Silvia Olego, from IOM Chile, spoke about the development of the Global Compact
for Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration. At this Panel she joined ILO Representative Patricia Roa and ECLAC
Representative Jorge Martínez.

The Seminar concluded with a panel discussion focusing on migratory policy and the presentation of the new
Migration Act submitted to the Congress. Participants included Alejandra Cabellos, Head of DEM for the
Chilean Ministry of the Interior and Public Security, Branislav Marelic, Director of the National Human Rights
Institute (INDH), and Camila González, Head of Migratory Policy for the Office of International Migration
participated. Serving as Moderator was Félix Martínez from IOM Chile.

The conclusions from the Seminar will serve as input for the national consultation process regarding the
Global Compact for Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration.



IOM Participates in the Symposium 
‘Challenges of Migration from the 
Perspective of the Catholic Church’

.

The first Symposium on Challenges of Migration from the Perspective of the Catholic Church was held on
14 September at the Pontifical Catholic University of Chile (Spanish: PUC ). The Symposium was organized
by IOM Chile with support from the Chilean Catholic Institute for Migration and collaboration from the PUC
Pastoral Unit.

The panel members included Father Fabio Baggio, Vatican Under Secretary of the "Migrants and Refugees
Section" of the Dicastery for Promoting Integral Human, Jaime Esponda, Legal Advisor for IOM Chile, and
Roberto González, Professor at the PUC School of Psychology. The panel was moderated by Benito
Baranda, Executive President of the American Solidarity International Foundation (America Solidaria)

Father Fabio Baggio spoke about the four principles promoted by Pope Francis regarding the work with
migrant and refugee populations: Welcome, Protect, Promote, and Integrate. He also emphasized the
Catholic Church’s commitment to contributing to the consultation process for the Global Compact on
Migrants and Refugees. Jaime Esponda described how Pope Francis’ principles relate to those promoted
by the United Nations and the IOM as part of the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration.
Roberto González presented the research being carried out by the Center for Conflict and Social Cohesion
with scholars from various universities, aimed at studying Chilean society’s perspective on migration over
time.

The Symposium was attended by several representatives from the Diplomatic Corp in Chile, municipal
associations, national and local government officials, religious groups, academic institutions, NGOs, and
migrant associations.
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FEDETUR “Tourism Summit”. IOM 
participates in Panel “Contribution of 
Migrants to the Hospitality Industry

Sebastián Mathews from IOM Chile spoke at the
“Tourism Summit” organized by the Chilean Hotel
and Tourism Federation (Spanish: FEDETUR), during
the panel discussion on “Hospitality, the Industry’s
Pending Debt”, along with Ximena Concha,
Executive Secretary of Value Chile, and Guillermo
Graglia from the Autonomous University of Nebrija,
Peru. The panel was moderated by Ricardo Grellet,
President of the Chilean National Association of
Sommeliers.

IOM was invited within the framework to approach
the private sector in Chile, and within this context,
in addition to expose on the global phenomenon of
migration and make the incorporation to Chile

Round Table Discussion on Inter-Cultural 
Education in Working with Migrants in the 
Santiago Metropolitan Region

Under its role of Coordinator of the Inter-
Municipal Forum on Migrants and Cities, IOM
Chile organized this Round Table with support
from the Municipality of Estación Central, the
Chilean Association of Municipalities (Spanish:
AChM) and the Association of Chilean
Municipalities (AMUCH).

The Round Table was organized with three
objectives: a) Move towards a political and
pedagogical understanding of the inter-cultural
focus in formal education; b) Gauge the social and
cultural cohesion factors of migratory policies
based on inter-cultural education; and c) Identify
the current gaps and challenges facing inter-
cultural education and propose applicable
strategies for fully integrating migrant children
and adolescents into the formal education system.

Upon inaugurating the activity, Estación Central
Mayor Rodrigo Delgado pointed out that “this
Forum is an opportunity to jointly address
integration strategies so that migrant students
may obtain an official space in our elementary and
high schools. This process should be addressed in
a cross-cutting manner.”

IOM Chile Mission Chief Norberto Girón stated

that the Round Table activity fits within the strategy
of the Migrants and Cities Program and covers part of
the conclusions from the International Dialogue on
Migration 2015, which seeks to strengthen the role of
mayors and local governments who are on the front
lines of daily migration management. As such, they
perform a fundamental role in formulating and
putting into practice inclusive policies. Jorge
Sagastume concluded by stating that “the importance
of these Forums lies in reinforcing the international
instruments on migration that Chile has ratified, while
at the same time promoting the new commitments
assumed under the international migration agenda, as
set forth in the Migration Governance Framework,
the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly, and Regular
Migration, the 2030 Agenda Sustainable Development
Goals, and the New Urban Agenda: Habitat III.”

reality, referred to the contribution migrants can make 
so the concept of hospitality is incorporated with 
greater force in Chile. Mathews concluded that “it is 
undeniable that the country and the tourism sector 
can learn from the migrants, who, in many cases, 
already bring the professional concept of hospitality"


